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The 9/11 Legend Lives On. The “Official Story”
Prevails

By Dr. Ludwig Watzal
Global Research, September 11, 2019
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The 18th anniversary of the attacks on 11 September 2001 (9/11) will be commemorated in
the US and worldwide by the corporate media to keep the legend about 9/11 alive.

The official 9/11 narrative, however, is not only riddled with contradictions and outright lies,
but any deviation from this fairy tale will  cost any detractor his existence. “Conspiracy
theorists” works like a weapon of mass destruction, meaning, nobody of the ruling class and
their moral mainstream media enforcer will deviate one inch from the official story.

After  13  minutes,  Osama bin  Laden  surfaced  as  the  guy  responsible  for  the  attacks.
President  George  W.  Bush  declared  shortly  after  America  is  under  attack”.  The  official
account  emerged  within  days  and  goes  the  following:

“On the morning of 11 September 2001 four civilian airlines with dozens of
passengers  and  crew,  designated  as  flights  AA11,  UA175,  AA77  and  UA93,
were hijacked by teams of four or five Muslim fanatics. Each team included one
trained pilot. The hijackers took control of the airliners and flew a Boeing 767
assigned to flight AA11 into the North Tower of the World Trade Center (WTC)
in New York, another Boeing 767 assigned to flight UA175 into the South Tower
and a Boeing 757 assigned to flight AA77 into the Pentagon. The fourth airliner,
a  Boeing  757  assigned  to  flight  UA93,  presumed  to  have  been  destined  to
crash on the White House, did not reach its target. It crashed in an empty field
in Pennsylvania after the passengers rose up and tried to seize control of the
aircraft. As a result of the impact of the aircraft on the Twin Towers and the
ensuing fires, both towers collapsed soon afterwards onto their own footprint,
causing massive deaths. Almost 3,000 people died in the attacks. Osama bin
Laden  and  his  al-Qa’eda  network  were  shortly  thereafter  blamed  for
conceiving, planning, financing and coordinating the attacks.”

The swiftness of the fabricated account is remarkable; such is everything surrounding the
context  of  9/11.  One  can  state  with  confidence  that  the  story  the  peoples  are  made  to
believe  is  false  from  start  to  finish.

To start with the alleged hijackers for whom there is not a shred of evidence that they did it.
The collapse of the Twin Towers caused by fire has been repudiated a thousand times. The
Towers were brought down by controlled demolition, which pulverized the two 110 stories
high-rises. Also, WTC 7 that wasn’t hit by a plane came down in free fall. Another airplane
crashed into the Pentagon. This aerial maneuver couldn’t even be undertaken by the well-
experienced pilot not to speak of amateurs who could hardly navigate a Cessna. Even more
implausible  was  the  disappearance  of  the  United-Airlines  flight  93  on  a  field  near
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Shanksville,  Pennsylvania.  There  was  just  a  whole,  no  debris,  only  nothing.

Within a month, the contaminated wreckage was sold abroad to prevent an investigation.
From the beginning, the Bush/Cheney administration sabotaged any inquiry and curtailed its
authorities.  The cover-up,  however,  overseen by then FBI  Director  Robert  Mueller,  the
infamous guy responsible for the solution of the Russian hoax against President Donald
Trump. Bush was pressured by Congress and the public to appoint a commission of inquiry.
He came up with the most dubious figure in US politics;  Henry Kissinger.  The outrage was
long in the coming and Kissinger had to resign. On 17 December 2002, appointed former
New  Jersey  Governor  Thomas  Kean  as  chairman  of  the  commission.  The  Democrats
nominated Lee H.  Hamilton.  The executive director of  the 9/11 Commission was Philip
Zelikow,  the  most  untrustworthy  figure  Bush  could  find.  He  was  involved  in  Bush’s
preemptive war strategy. Accordingly, the 9/11 Commission Report is not worth the paper
it’s written on. This storybook didn’t waste a single word on the collapse of WTC 7.

Neither the witnesses who reported explosions during the collapse of the Twin Towers nor
the witnesses who didn’t see any debris in Shanksville were heart. Instead Zelikow ramp his
premeditated report down the throat of the commission members. Finally, the commission
was set up to fail and to cover up what really happened on 9/11. This report is just a joke
but the world has no other choice than to believe in it.

9/11 was a propaganda-coup, unprecedented in history. “When the sun rose on New York
and Washington on 11 September 2001, the official legend of 9/11 lay ready to be promoted
worldwide. It was conceived before the events and confirmed by the U.S. Congress – give or
take minor details – within 24 hours of the deadly incidents.“ Within hours, the entire world
was  led  astray  into  believing  what  can  be  labeled  an  absurd  tale.  The  author  can’t
understand that the Western world swallowed “this legend hook, line, and sinker.“

The main suspects of the heinous crime committed on 9/11 are not found in the caves of
Afghanistan  but  in  government  offices  in  Washington.  Elias  Davidsson  writes  in  his  book
“The  Betrayal  of  America”:

“Had  the  crime of  9/11  been  carried  out  by  rogue  elements  of  the  U.S.
government or by a foreign state against the real interests of the ruling class
of the United States and its allies, the plotters and perpetrators would have
been exposed and punished long ago.“

The disgusting spectacle designed as a horror show lasted 90 minutes just like an ordinary
movie. The incident was intended to rally the Americans behind the flag and their President.
And  the  media  promoted  the  official  account  day  in,  day  out.  And  even  the  leftists
capitulated before this brainwashing. No one of the so-called left asked for evidence that
Afghanistan or the Taliban had anything to do with 9/11. Even when counter-evidence
surmounted against the legend of 9/11, the left kept mum and stuck to Bush’s fairy tale.
They also slandered respectable critics.

Instead of celebrating the myth about 9/11, the American public and peoples around the
world should demand an independent investigation into 9/11. The curtain of lies about this
organized crime, which plunged the world into an endless war on terror aimed at the
peoples of the so-called Third World, must be lifted.
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As long as military, intelligence and law enforcement officials worldwide cooperate with the
rulers of the murderous U.S. regime or its stooges in other countries the physical security of
ordinary citizens is in danger.

*
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